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General Introduction



Saint Minda was established in 2016, we spent 2 years in designing, 

moulding, sampling and testing, totally cost $3.5 million dollars in making 

Aluminum smart house. The idea of aluminum smart house originated from 

the biggest earthquake in China's modern history in 2008, when we 

wondered if there was a comfortable, portable, collapsible house that could 

give victims a warm home immediately after the disaster. It is far more cozy 

than tents and faster than flat packs. The use of aluminum is because 

aluminum is light weighted, has good anti-corrosion and anti-salt fog effect, 

does not need annual maintenance, saves a lot of maintenance costs, the 

most important thing is it is made by environmentally friendly materials.

About Saint Minda - Background



Saint Minda Housing Solutions 

innovative concepts is based on the 

autonomous deployed shelters 

including mobile operational 

command offices, emergency rescue 

centers or crisis management 

centers.

About Saint Minda - Application



Advantages

◎ Only takes 3 people to spread out

the house in 3 minutes;

◎ It can be folding at least 1000 

times

based on our patent hinges;

◎ 20 years life expectancy;

◎ A 40 ft container can hold 18 sets 

of 

aluminum mobile house.



Formation

A single house 

consists of 11 

modules, which 

can be 

disassembled 

into small 

modules if 

necessary, and 1 

soldier can carry 

one modular and 

make them into a 

house in 20 

minutes.
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Materials

FloorWall&Roof Frame Hinge

Materials



LED Light

Leakage 

Protection

USB 

Socket

Five-hole Socket

All Lines are fixed with 

quick bayonets

Internal 

Structure-

Electricity



Rocker type horizontal

adjustment

Horizontal Bubble

With outer frame fillet design, and the

double leather strip seal to fix the wall,

which made stronger water tightness

Plastic round wrap

Aluminum

Aviation Socket

Hooks installed

inside walls

USB Socket

The upper part

of the door is

designed to

open windows

for ventilation

Bolt to lock

the wall

Double leather

strip seal

Integral 

Structure



U-shaped slot/diversion tank

Built-in silicone sealed pimp

Quick insert and 

reinforcement of the foot to 

adapt to the soft ground Ground nail reinforcement

Combinatio

n



Combination

Combinatio

n



Decoration



Use the hoist 

or forklift to 

load/unload 

the house

Disassemble 

the house 

into 11 

modulars for 

manual 

loading/unloa

ding

Modular 

assemblin

g

Loading & 

Unloading



Shipping 

Method

2300mm

1200mm

Lock the

houses

Saint Minda



Why             

Saint Minda ◎ Ease of assembly/disassembly 

◎ Durability 

◎ Cost

◎ Thermal insulation

◎ Adaptability like ablutions, accommodation, offices 

etc 

◎ Logistic efficiency like storage and shipping



AMC VS. TENT

Parameters Saint Minda Folding House Tent Other Folding House

Thermal Insulation
Wall material: Aluminum 

outside+PVC foam+GRP inside, 

thermal insulation is like the brick 

house

Some with UV painting, but feel 

very cold in winter and 

extremely hot in summer

Wall material: Steel+rockwool+steel, 

heat tranform easily from metal to 

metal

Sound Insulation 48HZ NA NA

Integration

Can integrate air condition, 

bathroom, LED lights, folding beds, 

folding desks, projectors, etc., so 

that people can live inside 

immediately when the house 

arrived at the destination

All utilities are decorated on site, 

can not be integrated

Only integrate 1 LED light, other 

facility couldn't be integrated

Construction Time
Takes 3 minutes by 3 people 

manually without crane

Depends on the tent’s size, at 

least 10 minutes for a small tent

Half an hour with the crane 

assistance under proper operation

Wind Resistance 117KM/H 80-90KM/H NA

Service Life Around 20 years Around 2 years 10 year with yearly maintenance

Folding Times 1000 times NA 10 times 

Safety
Strong enough for the falling of 

solid sharp objects from a high 

altitude

Easily get destroyed by the 

falling of solid sharp objects 

from a high altitude

Strong enough for the falling of solid 

objects from a high altitude

Saint Minda

V.S. 

Tent & Other 

folding House



Patent 

Certification



常州晟铭达

Address: Xinbei, Changzhou, Jiangsu, 

China.

Tel:  0086-519-85105958

Mob: 0086 139 215 18189

Mail: ivy@amcbox.com

Website: www.amcbox.com

Thank you!
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